
Relevant parameters

τ

resources for rehabilitation

time for rehabilitation

punishmentϑ

h



A qualitative match, IC0



Summary and conclusions

Simplified models, mathematically tractable

Basic concepts from sociology, criminology, 
anthropology analyzed through math tools

Some validation through data, experiments

Predictions, discussion, ideas, 
more questions to be asked

Integration with data?  
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4. A network model of immigration: 
Enclaves vs. Integration



Migration

Historically: Poverty, Wars, Famine, Human rights

Adjust to new laws, education system, health care, language, cultural norms
Practical challenges in finding homes, employment, financial stability

Mental health issues, trauma, survivor guilt, homesickness
Belonging neither here nor there

Acculturative stress, Fear of not being accepted

How to ensure peaceful coexistence? 
The tale of Gysinge vs. Tärnsjö – Sweden



A simple network model



A simple network model
Nodes – individuals/groups

Edges – social links

RED = Guests     BLUE = Hosts

Attitude/Hostility xi
t

-1< xi
t <0 0< xi

t <1

|xi
t|       0 

Receptive to change/adaptation

|xi
t|       1 

Hostile to change/adaptation



Very stubborn/hostile



Very flexible/adaptable



Links, attitudes change in time

Wi
t = neighborhood of node i; 

mi
t = 11= number of neighbors of node i



Utility of node i, to maximize



Utility of node i, to maximize

Rewards from interacting 
with neighbors, uij

Homophily: people tend to bond with similar others

If from same group (guest-guest / host-host)

If from opposite group (guest-host)

xi
t = xj

t ≠ 0

xi
t, xj

t → 0



Utility of node i, to maximize

Costs to 
maintain 

social relations

s, a parameters

Aij = Aout (guest-host) 
Aij = Ain (guest-guest or host-host) Ain = Aout



Network and attitude evolution

Network: Link remodeling
game theory

Attitude: Node evolution
opinion dynamics

?



Network and attitude evolution

Pick node i and any node j

If connected: 
does breaking link increase Ut

i?
If yes, break it

If not connected: 
does creating link increase Ut

i?
If yes, create it



Network and attitude evolution

Pick node i and connected node w

Compare hostility xt
i and xt

w

If node i host: 

Similarly for guests

k > 1 is “timescale” of attitude
large k        longer adaptation
small k           fast adaptation

xi
t+1 = max (0, xt

i +
xt

w – xti
k

)?



Parameters

Initial network conditions: 

i) guests are linked at random to equilibrated hosts
(welcome programs exist)

ii) guests are not linked to any host
(no welcome program)



Parameters

Initial node conditions: 

i) guests and hosts are most hostile
x0

g = -1, x0
h = 1

ii) attitudes of guests and hosts are completely cooperative



Dynamics

Initial random links between hostile guests and hosts
Ng = 100, x0

g = - 1; Nh  = 900, x0
h = 1 


